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Apps enable users to manage and adjust lighting - and other 

connected services such as blinds and temperature - to suit their 

personal preference using mobile and office devices.
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native apps allows users to adjust lighting levels and scenes

individual or group control based on user access rights

full dimming range available from mobile device

mobile device acts as controller for presentations and meetings

integrated QR codes for location based actions

control of lighting and other connected services including 

temperature, smart glass, blinds, AV etc 

Apps are just one of a wide range of mix-and-match Delmatic user control options and devices.

Apps enable users to manage and adjust ligh�ng - and other 

connected services such as blinds and temperature - to suit their 

personal preference using mobile and office devices.

delmatic.comapps
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na�ve apps allows users to adjust ligh�ng levels and scenes

individual or group control based on user access rights

full dimming range available from mobile device

mobile device acts as controller for presenta�ons and mee�ngs

integrated QR codes for loca�on based ac�ons

control of ligh�ng and other connected services including 

temperature, smart glass, blinds, AV etc 

IP phone control web browser control touchpanel touchpad

Apps are just one of a wide range of mix-and-match Delma�c user control op�ons and devices

Apps enable users to manage and adjust ligh�ng - and other 

connected services such as blinds and temperature - to suit their 

personal preference using mobile and office devices.
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na�ve apps allows users to adjust ligh�ng levels and scenes

individual or group control based on user access rights

full dimming range available from mobile device

mobile device acts as controller for presenta�ons and mee�ngs

integrated QR codes for loca�on based ac�ons

control of ligh�ng and other connected services including 

temperature, smart glass, blinds, AV etc 

IP phone control web browser control touchpanel touchpad
Apps are just one of a wide range of mix-and-match Delma�c user control op�ons and devices
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